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Welcome	back to save more animals with us!
You have already an account, please login here!
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About Us	


About ROLDA


About us
We are ROLDA and we exist to #givehope to neglected, abused animals and people who care about them. Our primarily focus is rescuing, rehabilitating and rehoming animls in need, as well as providing aid to poor communities & others rescuers in Romania and since the war started, also in Ukraine.
Read More
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Financials	


Check our latest reports
#animalsaddict




Visit page	
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We fight
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Animal abandon
We fight against animal abandonment by taking them in or helping their owners.
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Animal cruelty
Fighting animal cruelty, neglect and abuse is a constant uphill battle for us.
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Strays population
We pay for sterilization campaigns, the humane way to stop stray overpopulation.




More
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Illegal shelters
Help us get illegal shelters and their traumatizing practices become history.
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Smuggling animals
Wildlife trafficking is life-threatening for the animals. ROLDA is fighting against it.
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Wild in captivity
We want to stop wildlife tourism exploitation. Join us.









History	


Learn a bit of our history, how ROLDA started, why we operate in Galati, what we have been able to change for animals in a country where public shelters continue to put Romania to shame under EU's indifferent eyes.
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Our history
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Milestones
Find out some of the most important moments of ROLDA activity.
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Why Galati
To make HOME a little better for every living soul. To give SHELTER.
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Why Romania
Because the bigger the challenge, the bigger the people rising up to face it.




More


Public Shelter
In order to change their future, learn about their past and present.
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Founder & team	


Meet the great team
that makes ROLDA rescue work possible in a country where animals have no one else.




Visit page	
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Our Backbone


Volunteer
Your time is just as valuable to us as any other donation. Find out how you can help.
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Our Heart


Meet the founder
“Can’t be done! This is Romania” is not in Dana’s vocabulary.
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Mission	


Our mission is to ensure animals have a good life by advocating for them and by inspiring everyone to treat them with compassion and respect. Our strategy will build on these strong beliefs for years to come.




Visit page	





Strategy
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Reduce strays population
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Educate the community
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Reponsible ownership
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Animal welfare in Romania
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Responsible rehoming




Plan


2030 Priorities
Nothing is impossible when you are truly committed. Not even educating people.
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Results	


Happy tails
Rescued in Romania, loved all over the World




Visit page	
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The challenges


Case study
Dogs deliberately abandoned on the grounds of the Galati steelworks company
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The rewards


Testimonials
Hear what our foreign supporters, donors and collaborators have to say about us.
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What  we do	


Help animals


What we do	


Respect animals
Because every animal deserves to be respected
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Current activity


Work
Find out more about our current programs and the impact our activity has had.
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Future plans


PawzUp
The PawzUp Center is meant to extend our vision of animal care and wellbeing.
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Where we work	


ROLDA communities
Since 2021, ROLDA expanded its support to different other cities across Romania




Visit page	





Cities where we help
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Galati
Home is where the heart is. And our heart now shelters hundreds of animals.
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Tulcea
Animals from poor communities in Tulcea benefit from ROLDA support since 2021.
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Caracal
Covering the costs of cat spaying/neutering programs, as well as food donations.




Help


Ukraine
ROLDA supports financially and logistically #UkraineAnimals
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Care for animals	


Care for animals
Preventive care is the best way of showing these dogs somebody is really looking out for them, by not letting them contract diseases and parasites.
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Preventive care
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Vaccinations
Taking care of animals means keeping preventable illnesses at bay.
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Stop heartworms
Transmissible from dog to dog, a terrible condition easier to prevent than cure.



[image: Against fleas & ticks]

Against fleas & ticks
More than being a nuisance, these parasites may carry crippling or fatal diseases.




Safe haven


Shelters
For some a temporary home, for others a permanent one. Either way, it’s vital to all.
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Programs	


Education
Neglect, abuse and abandonment, backed by lack of knowledge are the causes of suffering we need to address. How? By educating people.




Visit page	
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Pre-abandonment
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Sterilization
0 unwanted pups born = 0 unwanted pups abandoned
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Aid for poor pets
Not all owners are heartless. Some are just very poor. So, we help






Best gift for a dog


Rehome
If despite all efforts, an owner still wants to give up a pet, we will rehome it.
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Rescue work	


Results
Before-after images show our animals’ difficult journeys. They show the resilience of dogs and our hard work.




Visit page	
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How we help dogs


Rescue & rehabilitate
We make great efforts to find forever homes for our rescued dogs.
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How we help cats


Save & house
We provide a safe haven for senior and disabled cats with low chances of adoption.
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Get involved	


Get involved


Take action	


Break dogs chain
Although abusive and punishable by law, keeping dogs in chains is still a practice in many rural areas in Romania. It is a challenge to really change things.




Visit page	
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Let’s do better

[image: End animal abuse in shelters]

End animal abuse in shelters
Dog pounds are the places hope and humanity go to die. Help shut them down!
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Justice for Hope and her pups
Help us call on authorities to punish the Tulcea animal abuser caught on tape.
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Ban fireworks
Join our plea to ban fireworks in Romania and stop animals getting injured.




Wildlife help


Free captive wild animals
Wildlife animals’ lives are worth more than the price of tickets. Help us save them!
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Volunteer


Free help for animals	


Ambassador
Speak out! Spread the word about our activity, about what we have already done, about what we plan to do. Wear our logo and start a conversation.




Visit page	
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Testimonials


Write review
Impressed by what we do? Great! Let the world know about it!
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 Reach out


Share
Reach out however you see fit. Share our story to as many people as possible.
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Sign up newsletter





Ways to give 


Give


Ways to give
We run two dog shelters, a cat sanctuary and help over 1000 animals each year. But if it wasn’t for the generosity of our supporters like you, we wouldn’t exist. Can you continue help fund our vital work?
Read more
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Donate	


Donate for animals
Your donation helps us rescue animals from cruelty and neglect, care for them and find them loving homes. During the war, we extend our support to animals from Ukraine.




Visit page	





Donate offline
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Write a check
Send a check to ROLDA branches in Romania, the UK, the US, or Australia.
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Bank accounts
We have bank accounts open in the UK, the US, Switzerland, Norway, Australia, Sweden.






Sponsorship


Sponsor a dog
Sponsor 1 and save 2: Change a life through sponsorship
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Give monthly	


Be a contributor
We have huge costs to run our shelters every year. Giving monthly is the best way to provide ongoing support in our fight to protect animals in need in Romania.




Visit page	





Become Teamer


1E/month is enough
Every microdonation goes a long way if more of us reunite our forces.
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Dog Godparent


Become a Global Parent
For only 3$/month, you can sponsor a dog who is not adoptable
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Make a planned gift	


Belive, like us
If you believe, like we do, that animal cruelty should not be tolerated, then a gift in your will means you can always be there for animals in need.




Visit page	





Gifts in will
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Inspiring stories
How gifts in will make a difference
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Request guide
Animals give us a better life. We can make them a better World. See how!






Make a gift in will


Join ROLDA Legacies Society 
Every gift in will has the power to transform the animals World the way YOU dream it to be.
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Give at work & DAF	


Donor Adviced Fund (DAF)
DAF is like a charitable savings account which gives you the flexibility to recommend how much and how often money is granted to ROLDA USA. Make a Donor Advised Fund (DAF)




Visit page	





Workplace giving


Benevity
We partnered with Benevity to stay close to those who believe in purpose culture.
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Donation network


Global Giving
It has never been easier to do good. We are Global Giving partners.
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Major giving	


Our Vision
Our vision is a World where all animals are treated with kindness and compassion. But we can’t do it alone. Choose to support a one-off cost or a project.




Visit page	





Plan for the future


PawzUp Center
Help us build a piece of art animal sanctuary in South-East Europe for people to also benefit.
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You name it!


Opportunities
Sponsor our new PawzUp center, and you can name a box, unit, building.
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Other ways to help	


Crypto donations
When you donate Bitcoin and other crypto to ROLDA, you generally owe no capital gains tax.




Visit page	
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In memoriam


Donate in memory
Make a donation in memory of someone to celebrate her/his love for animals.
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Keep us moving


Donate your car
You can turn your used vehicle into a meaningful contribution to help animals and ROLDA USA
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Shop & give 


Give back


Shop & give back	


Shop virtual gifts
Buy a virtual gift that helps a real animal in need!




Visit page	
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Gift of giving


Buy Stickers
Help raise awareness on important issues with our informative ROLDA stickers.
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Meaningful gifts


Shop handmade in Romania
Buy lovely, handmade items and help animals in need as all proceeds go to them.
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Donate by shopping	


Goodworld
ROLDA mission is to provide aid efficiently, responsibly and humanely to strays and abused animals in Romania.




Visit page	
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Kind shopping
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Goodshop
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Pointworthy




Choose us!


eBay for charity
Make ROLDA your chosen cause and show your support for our work.
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Take action	




Sponsor

Adopt

Ways to help

Volunteer





Take action	
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Error 404Page not found

Sorry, the page you are looking for doesn't exist.

Here are some helpful links:



Go back

Take me home
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ROLDA International membership
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ROLDA USA Member of
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Subscribe and save animals
You can unsubscribe at any time. See Privacy Policy.

  Subscribe footer


Email(Required)


Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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ROLDA is an internationally supported charity working in Romania to solve efficiently the appalling problem of the country’s millions homeless animals. Our keys focuses are rescue, rehabilitation, and rehoming dogs and cats from our private shelters, but we also offer practical help and education locally to low-income pet owners. ROLDA campaigns nationally for animal rights and provides humanitarian aid during disasters like the war in Ukraine. ROLDA affiliates are registered as nonprofit organizations in several countries. Depending on where you reside, your donation may qualify for a tax deduction or benefit.
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Contact us
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PO Box 4674 Crofton MD 21114

Email: rolda@rolda.org

Phone: 410-353-5505 
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Contact the Rescue Team in Romania

WhatsApp: 0040748903612 


Tax Exempt Info
Romanian League in Defense of Animals, Inc (ROLDA USA) is a nonprofit, tax-exempt 501(c)(3) corporation (tax ID number 32-0176929) Contributions made by US citizens to ROLDA are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by the law. If you’re donating from outside US and would like tax-deductibility, please visit our Global Giving page.
In Romania, ROLDA operates under the legal name: Fundatia ROLDA, CUI: 18416340, registered in 2006, in the Registry of Foundations and Association from Court of Law Galati.
Donations made from the Netherlands: ROLDA is regarded as an ANBI Charity under Dutch Fiscal Number RSIN 8258 20 157




ROLDA International
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How we help
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Our Promise to You
We promise to uphold the highest ethical standards. Your personal information has never been, and will never be, sold or traded to other charities. This is our promise to you.


The ROLDA name and logo are registered trademarks. You must obtain an express written consent before using the ROLDA name and/or logo. Please be aware: violation of our copyright and trademark, or other intelectual property rights may subject you to civil and/or criminal penalties.




Legal about ROLDA
™ ROLDA Logo U.S. SERIAL No: 88029867

® ROLDA Name U.S. SERIAL No: 88796369

The ROLDA name and logo are registered trademarks. You must obtain an express written consent before using the ROLDA name and/or logo. Please be aware: violation of our copyright and trademark, or other intelectual property rights may subject you to civil and/or criminal penalties.
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